DAISETSUZAN ENGLISH CAMP Schedule

Day

Time

Schedule

Place

Stay

Meal

Asahikawa Airport
■ANA NH4783|
Airlines：AIRDO
HANEDA11:15ASAHIKAWA12:50

■AIRDO
HD83

Meet at Asahikawa airport
or station around 12:00
AM

Pick up available from Asahikawa station or airport

HANEDA11:15ASAHIKAWA12:50

■JAL
Lunch

JL553

Bring your

HANEDA11:10ASAHIKAWA12:50

８/７（Sun.）

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK

own lunch

KEVIN (Cottage)

※２

ASAHIKAWA Station
Dinner○

■JR Limited express
SAPPORO11:00―
ASAHIKAWA 1２:25

Please bring a lunch to
eat on arrival
13:30〜

Orientation

Exploring the Kitoushi
PM

Forest
Learn how to have fun in
Hokkaido’s outdoors

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK
KEVIN (Cottage)

SDGs learning Ⅰ※３

AM

Experience horse keeping
Playing in Hokkaido’s
rivers
※The schedule may change

Breakfast
NOKANAN RIVER

depending on the weather.

８/８（Mon.）

Free play
PM

※The schedule may change
depending on the weather.

SDGs learning Ⅱ

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK

○
KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK
KEVIN (Cottage)

Lunch○

Dinner○

DAISETSUZAN ENGLISH CAMP Schedule

Experience horse keeping
AM

Hiking at Asahidake
※The schedule may change

Breakfast
ASAHIDAKE

○

depending on the weather.

Free play

８/９（Tue.）

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK

※The schedule may change

PM

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK

Lunch

KEVIN (Cottage)

○

depending on the weather.

Go to the Onsen
SDGs learning Ⅲ

Dinner

ASAHIDAKE ONSEN

○

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK
KEVIN (Cottage)

Experience horse keeping
Moku Moku, a mix of science
AM

experiment and performance art.

KITOUSHI SHINRIN PARK
FURUSATO SEIKATSU
TAIKEN NO IE

Review & closing ceremony
Asahikawa Airport
■JAL
JL554
ASAHIKAWA 13:40HANEDA15:25
Breakfast
■AIRDO

８/１０

HD84

（Wed.）

PM

End of the camp

ASAHIKAWA13:25-

Return home

HANEDA15:10

※ Drop off campers at Asahikawa
station or airport. Ensure they catch

■ANA

the correct train/plane

NH4784|

○

×
Lunch
○

Airlines: AIRDO
ASAHIKAWA13:25HANEDA15:10

ASAHIKAWA Station
■ JR Limited express
ASAHIKAWA14:00SAPPORO 15:25
※１

Transport from your home to Asahikawa station or airport are not included in the camp price. Please make arrangements yourself, we have

included some common flights and trains for your reference.
※２ Please prepare a lunch for the first day. Inline with the sustainable development goals, please avoid disposable packaging and keep rubbish to
a minimum.

DAISETSUZAN ENGLISH CAMP Schedule
※３

The SDGs learning sessions are where we use English to learn about the sustainable development goals. Over the three days we will

incorporate what we learn to camp life.

■About the programme
□Hiking at Asahidake

and Playing in Hokkaido’s rivers

Experience the best of Hokkaido’s summer. From fishing in the rivers, catching bugs to hiking on Asahidake, Hokkaido’s highest
peak, the programme is packed full of activities unique to Hokkaido in summer. (If we’re lucky we might see the last of the snow at
Asahidake even in the middle of summer).
□Experience horse keeping
The two horses living at Kitoushi are Hokkaido bred Dosanko horses. The campers will join their daily routine, brushing them, cleaning the
stables and giving them water.

□SDGs learning
The SDGs learning sessions are where we use English to learn about the sustainable development goals. Over the three days we will
incorporate what we learn to camp life Note: We will not cover any cancelation costs for flights etc. in the event that the camp is canceled.

Note: We will not cover any cancelation costs for flights etc. in the event that the camp is canceled.

